
Viewer Letterplates 
Chrome 

Antique Black 

Gold 

Chrome Brushed Black 

Chrome 

White 

Black 

Black 

White 

Gold 

Door Knockers 

Antique Black 

Urn 

Gold 

Chrome 

Brushed 

Black Chrome 

White 

Black 

Available with or without spyhole 

Steel 

Stainless Steel Lion 

Gold 

Chrome 

Pony Tail 

Brushed 

Black Chrome 

White 

Black 

Black 

White 

Gold Black 

Chrome 

Brushed Ali 

Chrome 

Not available on Tenby 4, Conway 3, 
Ludlow, Edinburgh, Harlech or Nottingham 

Gold 

Chrome 

Premium 7” Doctor 

Gold 

Chrome 

Brushed 

Black Chrome 

White 

Black 

Doctor 

Furniture & Accessories 
A selection of beautiful accessories and high security locks to perfectly 
complement your choice of door.  Whether contemporary or traditional, 
you will find an accessory to really make your door stand out. 

Furniture and Accessories 

The Architectural Range 

The Classical Range 

Antique Black 

Gold 

Chrome 

Brushed Brushed 

Brushed 

Knocker 

Letterplate (Opens inwards) 

Lever / Lever inline handle 

Antique Black 

Gold 

Chrome 

Bullring Knocker Lever / Lever inline handle 

Antique Black 

Gold 

Chrome 

Antique Black 

Gold 

Chrome 

Letterplate (opens inwards)   Pull Knob 



Black 

Pewter 

Traditional Avon Slimline Traditional Cottage Traditional Monkey Tail 

Black 

Pewter 

Black 

Pewter 

Traditional Pull Knob 

Black 

Pewter 

Black 

Pewter 

Black 

Pewter 

Teardrop Knocker Not 

available on Tenby 4, Conway 3, Ludlow, 

Edinburgh, Harlech or Nottingham 

Handmade Ring Not 

available on Tenby 4, Conway 3, Ludlow, 

Edinburgh, Harlech or Nottingham 

High security, energy efficient composite doors 

Ironmongery We have a range of stunning traditional knockers and handles that add a real touch of class. 

Traditional Letterplate 

Black 

Pewter 

Letterplate for illustrative purposes only 
Opens inwards 

Satin 

Black Chrome Chrome 

Gold White 

Black 

Antique Black Pewter 

Black 

Finger pulls Available with the heritage lock 

Extra Security 
Security Door Guard Stable Door Latch  Suited where possible 

Black 

White 

Gold 

Brushed 

Chrome 

Black 

Brushed 

Gold 

Chrome 

Furniture and Accessories 

Antique Black 

White 

Black 

Black 

Pewter 

Chrome 

Gold 

Brushed 

Handles Available with a choice of a standard lever or one of the three exclusive options across the whole range of finishes. A 
large range of premium quality handles to complement our doors. 

Swan Hardex Lever Pad Lever Hardex 

Antique Black 

Gold 

Chrome 

Brushed 

Black Chrome 

Antique Black 

Gold 

Chrome 

Brushed 

Black Chrome 

White 

Black 

Antique Black 

Gold 

Chrome 

Brushed 

Black Chrome 

White 

Black 

Chrome 

Brushed 

Door Knob Trojan Letterplates 
Chrome 

Gold 

Brushed 

Chrome 

Gold 

Brushed 

Trojan Handles Stainless steel specifically  
for coastal properties Trojan Urn Stainless steel specifically  

for coastal properties 

Stainless steel specifically  
for coastal properties 

TS008 SBD Only (White internal) Standard 

Butt Hinge 

Black 

White 

Gold 

Silver 

Hinges Our new slimline, PAS 24 tested, face fixed flag  hinge is sleek 
and modern. Available for open in doors only. 

Brushed 

Chrome 

Gold 

Black Chrome 
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£2000 
GUARANTEE 

Ultion £2000 Guarantee 
If an intruder breaks into your home 
as a result of snapping your Ultion 
cylinder lock, Ultion will pay £2000. 

Sweet Hardware 
Performs even better than it looks 

A sweet combination of style and security. 

Adding the finishing touches to your brand new 
door can make all the difference. Although, looks 
aren’t everything. Your door’s hardware should be 
every bit as reliable as the door itself. 

All products in our Sweet hardware range come 
with a 20-year anti-corrosion guarantee for your 
added peace of mind. Plus, we only supply the 
2-star lever handle – the highest possible 
Kitemark accreditation – with the 3-star encased 
Ultion cylinder, making this 5-star rated 
combination the most secure on the market. 

Don’t just take our word for it, with sold secure 
accreditation and a £2000 guarantee*, your home 
is in safe hands. 

The sleek and stylish registered curved design of 
the sweet handle means it not only looks good but 
makes it more difficult for an intruder to snap and 
access your home. Did you know that a standard 
handle can be removed in under a second, but this 
sweet handle is still protecting after two minutes! 

Choose this sweet combination and design 
your dream Solidor today. 

All available in a range 
of finishes: chrome, 

satin, gold, white,  and 
black 

Italia Accessories 
Designer handle range for our key only operated and slam shut auto locks 

This information is intended for illustration purposes only and may be subject to change for reasons beyond our control. As a consequence this brochure should be used for guidance only. 

ES21 ES24 EK53 ES23 

ES3 1800mm 

ES3 800mm 

ES3 400mm 

ES24 ES3 800mm ES23 

EK570 

Pilkington Texture Glass WarwickTM 

This design is unique amongst our patterns because it is produced using a different 
manufacturing method. Pilkington Texture Glass Warwick™ is a random pattern that is 
added along the central portion of the pane and this has implications when cutting the 
glass down into finished sizes. It is possible, if a pane is small enough, it could be cut 
with no evidence of the pattern at all. 

None of the Pilkington patterns are designed to have an orientation (an up side) but care 
needs to be taken with adjacent panes that the pattern direction is maintained. There is a 
linear nature to Pilkington Texture Glass Warwick™ and so householders should be 
aware that there could be aesthetic implications when choosing this design. Also, for the 
glass supplier the result may be that this pattern is less accommodating when cutting 
and may result in a greater proportion of selvedge from the original glass plate. 

Satin Glass available in all 
of our doors 

Abstract Glass available in 
the Pisa,Turin and Siena 

Warwick Glass available  
in all of our Italia doors 

Bar handles will be at least 110mm from the edge of the door slab. 

High security, energy efficient composite doors 


